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If you have been around Eurovans for a bit, you probably know about the radiator strip fuse.
Buy some for Europarts-SD. I just thought â€¦. Today, I replaced the 5 spark plugs in my
Eurovan. This is a relatively simple job for a novice mechanic, especially if you are already
familiar with your Eurovan. The basic steps can be seen in this video from â€¦. Comment below
to add your input about the dimensions you use. I think it would also be helpful for interior
dimensions as well. Note: Please verify your dimensions before using. My Eurovan Weekender
MV has had its ups and downs due to a variety of automatic transmission issues. The latest
round of fixes new wire lead, used TCM pulled from a yard, and proper trans fluid and level has
â€¦. My Eurovan had a stripped oil plug. Plus, I â€¦. Oil plug strippedâ€¦ and how I was able to
remove it. My Eurovan had a persistent oil leak. Oil pan gasket, leak, oil plugâ€¦ and more. There
is also a tube there. It was clogged. I was able to locate a TCM transmission control module that
was the exact part number. I installed it, and the VCDS scan found it. I cleared â€¦. Have you
ever seen a TCM that is damaged? The brake pedal area even made a hiss sound when I
pressed on the pedal. After a bit of research, I came across this video. Seemed like a good
chance this was â€¦. If you are in San Diego and your Eurovan needs some automatic
transmission service or diagnosis, then you should consider Oceanside Transmission. New
door panels and FatMat. More to come. My Eurovan Westy Weekender. Read more here. Well,
the temporary fix â€¦. I located an inexpensive exhaust manifold. My 2. An exhaust tech showed
me a while back when it was â€¦. About WordPress. Strip fuse. Here are the five spark plugs in
order, Notice 4 is quite dirty. Plus, I â€¦ Oil plug strippedâ€¦ and how I was able to remove it.
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JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. Thread starter jeepwillies Start date Apr 2, I have
seen and know lots of people with manuals, but want to see what people with automatics are
seeing in the RPM department. I am seeing rpm at 55 and at I have the biggest tires that will fit.
Thanks for the post tdivanagon. So how long have you been running yours like that? Noticed
any issues because of the high rpm's? What I think I am really noticing right now is more of a
vibration issue than anything. What is your tire size? Dave, What engine mounts did you use? I
used the original diesel rubber mounts and made engine brackets to adapt the ALH to the
original mounts. I have a vibration at a certain rpm going up through the gears. Luckily the
vibration is not in a speed that I drive. The idle is smooth, more of a harmonic that actually
travels through the shift lever on my manual trans. With my tall tires, I see about rpm at 70mph.
On the highway I cruise at At 70 mph the fuel economy drops to about 25 per gallon and I have
to do a lot of jockying for position. At 65 the world just zooms by and I have to pass an
occasional slow poke, well slower than me. I had seen someones pictures where their
conversion used Mercedes hydraulic type mounts. Thank for the post rsxsr! My engine mount
was made by David Marshall before he closed shop. Basically a straight bar 1 that runs the
width of the vehicle attaches to the frame. The original front egine mount aluminum bracket
from Jetta is used and connected to another bar 2. Bar 1 and bar 2 sit with two rubber engine
mounts in between them. I am wondering if those motor mounts from the Mercedes would do a
better job. It sounds like we have the same vibration. More like a harmonic vibration and on
mine too it comes up through the shifter. Idle is fine. Do you know where you can get those
hydrolic mounts? Also what size tires and style of wheels you using. Just reading posts to try
to find a nice used set of wheels that will work. Dave, I was in a hurry to finish up the conversion
to go on vacation. Rather than wait, I bought rims from GoWesty. I don't think you can get much
more rim and tire on the vanagon with out raising the ride height. About the hydraulic mounts.
VW used them too. I would just need to start picking some from our supplier and see what looks
like it would work. Ideally mounts for a heavier engine and diesel powered would work best. For
me, I think the engine is just sitting too hard on the rubber mounts. I am only using two mounts
plus the OE trans mount. Another option might have been to add a third mount where the OE
mount would have been coming out the timing cover. AndyBees Top Post Dawg. Guys, the RPM
issue is troubling to me. I do love the TDI engine, but it certainly seems to be a waste crusing at
say 65 or 70 MPH and cranking over to rpms. At least two results from the higher RPMs will
happen, one now and the other later. Poor fuel economy and a premature consumed engine.
Surely there is are top gears out there cheaper than what I have been seeing on Ebay. I would
like to start my project pretty soon, but as I said, the RPM issue is just buggy me. Too bad there
isn't a "lock-up" aftermarket torque converter for the Vanagon auto tranny! My two cents! Hey
rsxsr, As per the post on The Samba, did you do anything to modify the offset with those rims? I
purchased the wheels from Go Westy and they bolted up. No spacers, milling, grinding etc. I

needed to get some bigger tires on quick and GoWesty solved the immediate problem. The van
had been sitting on the 14's for years while I did the conversion. If I was going to buy new tires
for the maiden trip, I might as well have bought only one set. The RPMs was a secondary
concern. I did swap the trans for an early gas one to replace my diesel trans, since I knew the
limitations of the diesel ring and pinion. I am just glad to have the conversion completed and
driving without codes. I'd be inclined to go with a taller ring and pinion and move all the ratios
up. I am in first and second for moments, third a little longer and then up into fourth. A taller 4th
without the third would put a big space between them. If the ultimate goal is to lower highway
rpms, I think the ring and pinion would be the way to go. If so, who has it? I know the Air-cooled
engines come with a 4. But, a 4. Ideally, I would like to have something close to a I am interested
in doing what's necessary to get the RPMs down around to in top gear at or about 65 mph. I had
rather stay away from taller tires. I want to get my project finished for a trip up to Alaska.
Although, I have made the same trip 7 times since , now that I am retired So, right now, I would
love to find a gear combo that would bring down the RPMs Thanks for any info. It is for an
automatic, but I think the differentials are the same anyways I think! I will let you know what he
finds. Joined Nov 20, Location Vancouver, B. TDI New Beetle. I like those wheels. I put 17"
Mercedes wheels on my Westy and they look and work well. I have a set of 18" OZ's that are
going the Vanagon once I get some spacers made. Older Mercedes wheels will bolt up directly
with the 5 x bolt pattern and they have the large centre bore and depth that works well with the
vans and hides the large front hubs. I have seen complete sets of wheels and tires in 17 and 18
almost daily and going for 5 or 6 hundred bucks. They are a nice upgrade. It seems that the
options for tranny mods are limited. My slightly modified 2. I have seen a nice Westy with a
Porsche transplant. The guy took the engine and 6 speed tranny and now has very good top end
gearing. This may not be a practical approach but it shows that there are options outside of the
Vanagon gearboxes. Just my opinion for what it's worth. I have a friend who is sets up Star cars
and he says the gear sets are very reasonable I'll check with him too about his suppliers The
ring and pinion is completely different between and automatic and manual transmission. No
interchange there. Not sure of the final drive ratio of the Automatic. The 4. I am familiar with the
Star Mazda, but don't believe it is a flipped bus trans. I could be wrong. The pinion shaft will not
take the manual gears to say the least. According to the Bentley, the top gear 3rd in the
Automatic has a ratio. So, the 4. I just cannot remember if they were available for Van trannies,
especially late models. I'll do some searching. I am too far into this conversion process to finish
without addressing the RPM issue. I plan on running the roads over the next number of years
between Southeast Kentucky and anywhere in North America That's the bottom line! Thanks for
any info! They used to make them in Germany, but his supplier can't get them anymore. Anyone
have any suggestions as to who else I could try? What about Audi's they used a similar
transaxle through in the , , 80 and Maybe they offer a different ratio. Hmm thanks rsxrs, that will
help keep the search alive. You must log in or register to reply here. This site uses cookies to
help personalise content, tailor your experience and to keep you logged in if you register. By
continuing to use this site, you are consenting to our use of cookies. Accept Learn moreâ€¦.
Forums New posts. About Media Partners. What's new New posts New profile posts Latest
activity. Log in Register. What's new. New posts. Log in. JavaScript is disabled. For a better
experience, please enable JavaScript in your browser before proceeding. My desire for a
Vanagon. Thread starter mtnbike28 Start date Jan 24, Jan 24, So snowed in, I have been
searching the web and dreaming. I always come back to the Vanagon Dave Adventurist
Founder. Senior Staff. You know I love them too but I always think of that old saying "If you
can't be with the one you love, love the one you're with". Grumps Adventurist Founding
Member. Jan 25, I think this would work for you Jay Transporter Doka Syncro Thanks Andy, but
I want the Westy. The slide open door and sit in my living room, etc. A Vanagon pulled in while
we were sitting in the cab, we watched the driver: slide into the back, pop open the top, and
start cooking Dave said:. Herbie Adventurist Jan 25, Right there with you, man. Right there with
you. I grew up camping in a '72 Westy, and it affected my whole outlook on life. I too have
strong desire for a Syncro Westy make mine Subaru powered, please , but cost is a factor. I
built my "reliable vw" on an Astro, and it's fun, but it certainly isn't the same. A Vanagon opens
social doors - there's always a 'dub head in whatever town you're in who will lend you a hand
and a wrench. Plus the aftermarket support is crazy amazing. Of course just about every rig on
the road has better aftermarket support than me, the perils of a "unique" build. Herbie, you are
so right. There is such a huge VW social network, and every story I read talks about it. But as I
started with, when I finally get to go on trips, I don't want to worry about vehicle issues, that is
why "unique" builds and motor transplants scare me off. If I am miles from home, can I find
someone willing to work on my truck if I can't fix it. I do like the idea, as close to stock as
possible. The folks at viajeros4x4x4 have had a hell of a run with a Mitsubishi van, they are

another option. Leary Adventurist Founding Member. I'm still looking for that unobtainable
vehicle that is big on the inside, yet small on the outside. Jay, As someone who has spent the
last few years putting a Vanagon Westfalia back on the road, my perspective: Yes, one of the
"weak" points on the Vanagons are the engines. The early vans like mine came with the same
Type IV aircooled engine as the late bay-window buses. They are durable, but not exactly known
for their longevity as they are worked hard in the van. The best thing one can do for the early
aircooled vans is to put them back to as stock as possible, seal all the air leaks in the cooling
tin, etc. The later vans These are actually phenomenally reliable engines for the long-haul. There
are three main problems with them: 1. They suffer from poor head-gasket and water gasket
sealing and corrosion problems. The factory never did a great job sealing them up and they
suffered for it in the long-run. That being said, the current reputable engine builders will build a
K motor easily. The cooling system suffers from multiple problems due to the layout and the
long distance between the engine and the radiator. Again, many of these issues have been fixed
over time by the aftermarket. Parts availability, especially on some of the Fuel Injection
components is starting to suffer as the vans age. Some of the previously NLA parts have
become available again either via the VW classics program, or by the community at large. Once
you have a reliable engine, etc the rest of the van is fairly easy and straighforward to maintain
and doesn't tend to have problems that are especially worse than any other 30 year old car.
Honestly, the best solution is to perform an engine swap and replace the stock VW engine with
one more suited to the modern environment. They all have pro's and con's but will all definitely
give a more modern drivable and powerful vehicle. One additional thing to note is that the
Syncros while very capable suffer from a rather fragile transmission which is VERY expensive
to rebuild. Many people who have swapped more powerful engines into their Syncros have
noted wear problems within the transmission. A good place to go for more information and
general bitching about Vanagons in specific is the TheSamba forums. For our needs the van is
perfect if slow. The Samba is a great site, I just wish the "trips" section was better. I often visit
and dream! Well, red is the color of your current rig. So how about this one I do understand the
desire and attraction of vehicles just beyond our grasp. That Doka is on my list -Andy.
WUZombies Adventurist Jan 25, If you ever go aircooled I'll warn you that if you want to stay
reliable keep the motor under cc if it's Type 1 based and under cc if it's Type 4 based and run
the CB Performance fuel injection. I built a cc with top line parts with dual Weber IDF44s and it's
about as temperamental as a 4 year old red head. WashingtonTaco Adventurist Jan 25, With the
cost of the Syncro and maintenance issues wouldn't a 4X Sprinter van be a better over all
value? Jan 26, I talked to Sportsmobile about the Sprinter 4x4 - they'll tell you it's "light duty"
and to buy something else if you intend to travel anything more than fire roads. Jan 27,
WUZombies said:. You must log in or register to reply here. Top Bottom. Used Volkswagen
Vanagon for Sale 4. Overall Rating. Track Price Check Availability. By Rating. Overall 4. I think
it's the most affordable thing for camping out in the wilds but still keeping a certain level of
comfort. However, over the years I have had repeated issues with the engine overheating and
the car shutting down. This has caused me to only be able to camp during the spring, winter,
and fall months since I have to avoid the summer. I love these vehicles so much that, even when
I went across country to vacation in Yosemite, I rented one to camp in! It has a few nice
amenities, including a mini I love the size of my Westfalia and have had a few over the years. It
has a few nice amenities, including a mini refrigerator by the rear seats, a two-burner stove, and
even a little sink. Being in a vehicle, you get a lot more sound insulation than you would in a
tent. With pull-curtains, you have privacy at your disposal if you want it. I rented one to visit
Yosemite Park and stayed there for a week. It served as a very nice home base. There's enough
storage for a small inflatable raft next to the back seats and the refrigerator, sink, and oven raise
the comfort level. The top is very easy to raise up. Even as a kid m Even as a kid my family had
a Westfalia too when I grew up I was able to raise it without strain. The vehicle has some
negatives too. For one, if you get an older one, be ready for a money sink. Since I have an older
model, some of these parts are really hard to get and very expensive to boot. Onto the smaller
things! The pull out table next to the back seat, while The pull out table next to the back seat,
while great for eating and convenience, rattles constantly when the Westfalia is in motion. Now,
I just store a pillow beneath it. The front chairs turn around, but are heavy and sometimes
difficult to secure in place. They also have rough metal bits on the bottom and have given me a
few scrapes. These vans are well engineered, and are an absolutely blast. The space is very well
thought out, and while mine did not have the pop up roof I still thought it was spacious and a
joy to own. If you can find one with a pop up roof - absolutely buy it. If you ever see a
Volkswagen camper for sale and you enjoy camping or having a rare and beautiful example of
German engineering - jump on it! Eventually sold it to a young man just getting his license.
Given the fold out bed and wrap around window coverings, this is not a car that any father will

let his daughter be picked up in for a date! Well thought out design, perfect for sleeping up to
four people. Useful refrigerator, bedding, storage space. Reasonably comfortable, and gorgeous
to look at. Also quite rare in Illinois. Mine had been driven throughout California central and
south America before I purchased it. It was quite old and had started to become unreliable. It
does not handle well nor does it have much power semi trucks would pass me going up the
mountains while I had the pedal floored. I absolutely love this vehicle. I read about them when I
was younger and when I became of age, I purchased one. I love the homey features such as the
pull out table, refrigerator, stove and other amenities. My only complaint would be it tends to
overheat in hotter parts of the country. The top features were those that added to its homey feel.
The refrigerator, stove, flip-up bed, and all others that make you feel like the vehicle could be a
home. App Features. I've seen so many Vanagons stolen on the West Coast especially and I
wanted an app that could possibly help in the recovery of said stolen Vanagon. This app allows
you to report your Vanagon stolen, fill in all of the information such as city, state it was stolen
in, color, and added details that may help us locate it as well as some most recent photos. This
notification sends the app users to the Listing Article so they can see what Vanagon is stolen
and what it looks like. They then will help keep an eye out for it in their area. One of the things
I've experienced while breaking down on the road is the need to find a good repair shop that
has Vanagon experience. Often time people would resort to forums and social media in order to
post the typical "I'm broke down in , what's a good shop nearby? Having to post and wait for a
reply is now a thing of the past. VanAlert has a crowdsourced database of reputable Repair
Shops that other Vanagon owners use and recommend. So now, if when you breakdown, simply
open the VanAlert app and select the Repair Shops icon. Now
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you don't even have to weed through a list in order to find a close shop, the app does it for
you! Sometimes while traveling you don't necessarily need a full fledged campsite. Sometimes
you just need a safe place to park for the night. That's where our Driveway Camp Hosts come
into play! Hosts are listed by their generic Zip Code so when you find a Host you'd like to stay
at, you simply contact them via the contact details they've provided in order to check on
driveway availability and what the specific address is. Being on the road requires needing to
find a place to camp for the night. I often spent a lot of time looking at various resources
including my phone, my atlas and my GPS navigation system to try to find a place to call home
for the night. VanAlert will now replace all of the methods I previously used. All State Parks that
allow camping will be populated in our database as well as other user submitted Camp Sites
such as BLM Land camping and other locations. Connect with us

